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Thank you for purchasing the Green Box, we hope you enjoy it. Please follow
the instructions below for a proper installation.

FEATURES

The GreenBox is aimed at those who do not want to lose the vintage
character of the car, but at the same time want to have a tool that allows him
to have under control the most important parameters of the car.
DeLorean Green Box is a device that allows you show on a monitor the
parameters of the car and record them on GPS telemetry for in-depth
analysis. Every parameter can be recorded on MicroSD.
Externally, the OLED monitor can be positioned in place of the EOM clock
and is similar to a liquid crystal clock from the ‘80s, but with a single button it
allows to change of the device menu. The green box can be conveniently
placed into the relay compartment or ECU compartment.
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What can display on the monitor:
-

DMC DeLorean motor car logo
Old style liquid crystal clock with GPS update
Day of the week, month, year
Car speed (km/h, mph)
Altitude, longitude, latitude from GPS
Ambient temperature (°C, F) and relative humidity
Frequency valve duty cycle and status
Lambda sensor voltage
Car battery voltage
Cooling water temperature (°C, F)
Fuel Control pressure (accumulator pressure) (bar, psi)
Fuel pump current or (Cooling Fans current)
Control Pressure Vs Ambient temperature (WUR graph)
MicroSD datalogger
Google track on MicroSD (xml format)
Set local time GMT

You will receive the tested GreenBox with all the sensors needed.
CAUTION: you don't have to be an electronics expert, but at least you have
to know how to solder the wire with tin, know how to install drivers on the PC
for the software upgrade procedure, know how to unbolt fuel pipes on the car,
in short: the product is NOT plug & play

CONTENTS OF THE PACKAGE:
N°1 x Assembled and tested green box
N°1 x double holed bolt
N°1 x single holed bolt
N°3 x whashers
N°1 x Gps module
N°1 x Humidity sensor
N°1 x Antenna adaptor cable
N°1 x Gps antenna
N°1 x Antenna adaptor junction
N°1 x Pressure sensor
N°1 x Non invasivecurrentsensor
N°1 x Pressure manifold
N°1 x Fuel Pipe
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FUEL CONTROL PRESSURE SENSOR
The sensor allows to measure the fuel control pressure. This can be useful to
understand if the k-jetronic is set correctly and accumulator keeps the
pressure for a long time.
The system consists of a pressure transmitter C connected via tube A to the
warmup regulator. Manifold D allows the pressure sensor to be connected to
the fuel line.
Remove bolt 1 from the WUR (diagram E) and replace it with double drilled
bolt B. Put in sequence, a copper washer, the original tube 3 (diagram E), a
copper washer, the tube A, and another copper washer.
At the other end of the pipe A, connect with the single holed bolt H and
washer to the manifold D.
Screw the pressure transmitter A to the manifold D, you can use a little bit of
Teflon on the thread. Fix the group and the manifold to the fiberglass wall,
see picture D as final result.
Now you can route the cables through the original hole between the engine
compartment and the passenger compartment (behind the driver's side) H.
It will be necessary to extend the sensor cables to access the Green Box.
You can connect the pressure transmitter wires to the GreenBox via the
green connector according to diagram G. Red is +5V, black is ground and
green is signal. The signal must be connected to the A3 port, for Control
Pressure.
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A – fuel pipe

B – Double and single
holed bolt and washers

C – Pressure
transmitter

D – Manifold, final result

E – Original WUR setup

F – Connection to
the WUR, final result

G – Pressure transmitter connect to the GreenBox
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H – Existing hole
throught the
fiberglass

FUEL PUMP CURRENT SENSOR
The pump current is a major cause of fuse melting and overheating. The
measure allows you to have the situation under control.
The special non-invasive plier A prevent you from cutting the thread that
could be aged and damaged. Find the white/blue wire D from the RPM relay
and put it into the plier, same as C. Pay attention to the arrow drawing on the
plier: the right current flow direction goes from the relay to the pump B.
You can connect the currentplier wires to the GreenBox via the green
connector according to diagram E. Red is +5V, black is ground and green is
signal. The signal must be connected to the A4 port, for Control Pressure.
ONOTHER USE: you could move the sensor to the cooling fans if you want to
check each or both (non-OEM) fan current.

A – Current plier
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B –Current flow
direction

C – White/Purple from
RPM relay wire inside
the wrench

GPS MODULE AND ANTENNA
The GPS is used to calculate the speed of the machine, always have the
clock updated, record the trip taken to view it on Google, and to have all data
recorded on a time basis.
You can install the antenna A behind the mirror, just below the roof, by
running the cable through the windshield holder to the right of the driver's
door, same as D picture.The end of the antenna where the connector is, must
end under the glove box of the center console.
Then use the connectorsand the cable supplied B to connect the long cable
of antenna and the IPX plug of the GPS module.
Leave the GPS module Cunder the glovebox and connect its wired connector
to the GreenBox back to the seats.
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A – ANTENNA

B – Antenna adaptor
cable and connectors

C –GPS module

D – Best position of
antenna

E – GPS Connect to
the GreenBox

F – GPS connected to the
IPX plug

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY SENSOR
La temperatura e l'umidità dell'abitacolo saranno monitorati dalla green box
Place the temperature sensor A under the glove box B, or where you think it
is more correct it can measure the temperature of the passengers
compartment.
A – Humiditysensor

C – Sensor connect to the GreenBox
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B – Position under the glovebox

POWER SUPPLY THE GREEN BOX& CONSUPTIONS
The green box is powered by + 12V (max 30V), pictures B. When the board is
powered, it directly measures the correct battery voltage.
Two identical connectors are available B, to power a second external device.
Warning: do not invert the polarity! You will break the GreenBox (see picture
B).
A - Tap to main breaker

B – Power supply (polarity)

The GB consumes about 180milliAmp in normal operation and only few
milliAmp when in sleep mode. The sleep mode intervenes when the engine is
off (i.e. the fuel pump current is less than 3 Amps).This mode is made to
consume as little as possible when the machine is off but keeping the clock
active and updated the next time the card is switched on. The sleep mode
can only be activated if the lithium ion (LI-ION) buffer battery is connected. If
the board is totally turned off, it will lose the clock and the correct time will be
displayed again only when satellites are received from the GPS (of course not
into the garage).
The best way is to have a “Battery breaker” and connect the GB directly to
the car battery +12V and use the auxiliary LI-ION battery, to have the real
time clock updated when the GB is in sleep mode.
If you don’t connect the LI-ION battery, you will loose the clock updating when
you switch on the GB.
The GB consumption is sleep mode is just few microampere.
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COOLANT TEMPERATURE
Having a more accurate measurement of the coolant temperature than the
car's stock thermometer is important. With the GreenBox you can display a
temperature with more accuracy. Installation is simple because it is sufficient
to intercept and connect the GreenBox with the green/blue wire that is in the
skein of cables that passes through the relay compartment A.Intercept the
cable and connected with a standard connector and tee B.
A –Wiring schema, re circle
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B – Connection to the temperature
gauge cable.

LAMBDA SENSOR
The GB allows you to monitor the voltage of the probe, understand if it is
working properly and understand the mixture: lean to rich.
Connect with Tee the blue cable A into the engine compartment B.
You can connect the lambda wires to the GreenBox via the green connector
according to diagram C. The signal must be connected to the A5 port, for
Lambda.
A – Wiring schema, red circle

B – Connection to Lambda sensor into
engine compartment

C – Sensor connect to GreenBox
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FREQUENCY VALVE
The GB allows you to measure the frequency and duty at which the frequency
valve is working, even if is not working. Together with the lambda probe you
have a complete picture of the mixture condition.
Connect the diagnostic pluge cable A with Tee connector into the engine
compartment. Then pass the file as before through the existing hole between
the engine compartment and the passenger compartment.The signal must be
connected to the #5 port, for Frequency valve. See correct position on picture
C.
A – Wiring schema, red cirle

B – Connection to diagnostic pluge
cable.

C – Cable connect to GreenBox
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MENU BUTTON
The GB has a single button to change menus and to start or stop a MicroSD
recording. If the button is held down for 10 seconds, the GB will reset.
CAUTION: if a recording is in progress, it will be stopped.
The button is equipped with a led which can be powered by GB.
You can place the button on the wall of the glovebox A by moving the
connections underneath. Plug the button wiring as per C picture.

A – button adapted to the central
glove compartment

B –the button remains discreet and
unobtrusive

C – Button to GreenBox
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MONITOR ADAPTOR
The 3D printed adaptor must be screwed as shown in the pictures below. If
you need another print, please ask me the printable file.
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FIRST MEETING WITH TH GREENBOX:
As soon as you open the shipping box, take a picture of all the colors of the
cables and connections, they will help you not to invert the cables and power
supplies during assembly.
The short wires on the connectors are just to label each one so it is expected
the installer remove those wires and connect the permanent wiring. 16AWG
is the recommended for ease of wiring

SWITH BUTTON FOR MONITOR brightness:
If your GreenBox is equipped with the brightness button, do not
turn it on if you are powering the GreenBox with only the USB
port from a PC.Provide to turn it off by simply putting it in the
other position. The monitor will decrease brightness and power
consumption.
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HOW TO ADJUST LOCAL TIME:
The green box automatically sets the local time based on the longitude
detected by the satellite. The GPS/GLONASS must have detected at least
four satellites to function properly. If the solar time or daylight-saving time is in
effect in your area, it is still possible to adjust the local time by pressing the
button for about 8 seconds. After which the system will reboot it self
automatically.

UPGRADE PROCEDURES:
Like allrespecting electronic objects, even the GB needs some improvement
from time to time, dictated by the experience of the users.
To install the upgrades it is necessary to connect the black card (Fishino32)
to the USB of your PC, taking care to reduce the brightness of the OLED with
the appropriate switch.
If you connect to the USB socket your PC does not recognize the COM serial
port number, go to the following address and download the driver to
recognize the board.
https://www.fishino.it/download-drivers.html
Contact
me
directly
on
upgradefabio.siggi@gmail.com.

my

SPECIAL THANKS TO

e-mail

DAVE MCKEEN

FABIO (VIN10036)
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